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MEMBERS’ CARS
Neil Johnston’s 1959 MGA - lovely to have yet another MGA in the club

INTERESTING CAR

Mrs Grumpy’s
Grumble
A very senior moment occurred in the run-up
to Thirlestane. Seamus who was due to drive
the trailer down to Thirlestane was having
some health issues, so a plan B was hatched.
Martin would bring his Landie (that he’d just
bought from Neil Mac) out to Roslin and Dave
Mac would drive it down with the trailer.
Martin of course was going away to a Diana
Ross concert in Liverpool.

INTERESTING CAR
Healey Silverstone

FOR SALE
Neil’s American Spec MGB is for sale,
complete with small trailer to carry camping
gear etc. Full details are on the website if
you are interested.

Martin & Dave hauled out the trailer, checked
the tyres and I washed it as it was covered in
algae after not being used for three years.
Martin parked the Landie on my drive and
disappeared off to Liverpool. Dave Mac came
out the next day to check the trailer lights. He
cleaned up the connectors and went to start
the Landie - absolutely nothing, it wouldn’t
even turn over.
Phone call to Martin to check there wasn’t
some trick to starting it - “No, just turn the
key” - which Dave was doing, but no joy. I was
called over and tried - turned the key, all the
ignition lights come on and turn the key
farther until it stops - absolutely nothing. The
battery had 12.5 volts and Dave checked the
fuses - two were blown, changed but still not
even thinking of turning over.
After a lot of head scratching and phone calls
to Neil Mac, we started to think we were
missing something obvious, but couldn’t think
what. So I decided to call out the AA as I have
complementary Home Start. Was bottom of the
pile as I wasn’t in a dangerous position, but
that wasn’t a problem. AA chap arrives, hops
into the Landie and it fires up instantly!!!
I get in and turn the key until it stops and
nought happens. AA chappie turns the key and
it starts. He said keep turning it, past where it
wants to stop - and it started. So, we weren’t
turning the key far enough - what a Pair of
Pratts!! In our defence, we turned it until it
stopped - but you have to push hard against
that and turn it a bit farther. Who Knew.

1972 MGB GT: Edinburgh Area. Will need
some work. If interested contact Ian
McCrindle at ian-sandra@blueyonder.co.uk

THE SIR JACKIE STEWART CLASSIC & BVAC’S 50th
Well, the Sir Jackie Stewart Classic was mobbed and quite spectacular. I had intended to get as far as
the Formula 1 cars doing doughnuts and racing cars hammering up the Thirlestane driveway, but on
the day I was too knackered and was content to sit around on the stand. Sir Jackie however was high
profile and even found time to cut BVAC’s anniversary cake! I do hope a good sum was raised for the
Race Against Dementia charity. Here’s a couple of photos from Peter Woodham and Dave Mac of the
man himself.

For ourselves, we were only there on the Sunday, but were allowed access after 5pm on the Saturday
- aye right! I must thank Dave Mac for driving Martin’s Landie with the trailer down to Thirlestane and
also many thanks go to Peter & Fraser, Craig, David T, Tony W and Dennis for helping to set up the
gazebo on the Saturday.
We arrived at Thirlestane after 5pm and asked a steward if we could get through to the BVAC area but no-one had a clue what we were talking about. We could see where we wanted to go as the Caley
Centre had already set up their gazebo, but no-one knew how we could get there. Eventually we
simply found our own way, dodging the badly parked cars and removing barriers. Dennis was camping
and thought it would be simple to follow us up to help. No such luck as he fell foul of a job’s worth
who refused to let him through - but he got through anyway! Peter & Fraser had parked in the main
car park and walked up, which appeared to be the easy option!
The boys got the gazebo sorted while I pegged out the bunting - we didn’t put the gazebo up
completely as it was quite windy, so it just got the roof on and was well tied down. This took some
time and we were all tired and thirsty, so I suggested a bar supper on the way home - no chance of
anywhere in Lauder but we got a good meal at the Juniper Lee.
Sunday was a crack of Sparrow f*** start as we decided we wanted to be there earlier than planned as
we reckoned there’d be huge queues to get in. We were right - some people took 40 minutes to get
from the gates up to our stand. No cars actually overheated, but it was getting close!

Fraser had the delights of “herding cats” as he tried to get the cars into position according to his
layout. In the event we had to compromise due to various circumstances beyond our control and
while it wasn’t a jaunty-angle-layout a la Caley Centre, it was attractive with the older cars at the
front and the Midgets behind them. Saloons and TFs to the left of the gazebo and MGBs, MGC & V8
on the other side.

Everyone mucked in and helped to get the gazebo & display up, Jim T sorted the flags and banners
and I helped Fraser herding the cats. Although the space looked big, by the time we got the gazebo
and 27 cars in, there wasn’t a huge amount of room - just as well, we were two cars down due to
mechanical problems!
I’d nabbed people for the stand rota and everyone did their bit, speaking to the public, keeping an
eye on things and handing out membership forms - we got four new members and two rejoins, so
that was good. Then people were free to enjoy the delights of the show.

Once everything was set up, I headed off for a much needed coffee and sugar fix - a delicious
Millionaire’s Shortbread which is normally too sweet for me but I needed the sugar kick! Then I
went round handing out the anniversary rosettes - which, in hindsight, is something I should have
delegated. But my knackered brain got stuck in the rut of “I know the ages of the cars, so I’ll have
to do it” - the idea of giving the list of cars and their year of manufacture to someone else just
didn’t penetrate the brain fog! We had decided to award a rosette for the oldest and youngest
combined ages of owner and car, the nicest wheels, the most non standard car, the cleanest boot
and the least concours engine bay. One snagette we hadn’t thought of was that bonnets & boots
would be firmly shut and owners away round the show, so I went a bit off piste. In the event Dave
with my very young MG3 and young Evelyn with the MGF (who just pipped Neil D) got rosettes for
the youngest combined ages.

Tony W was tipped to get the oldest
rosette, but Ernie’s TC is 51 years
older than Tony’s TF, so Ernie
collected the rosette. The most nonstandard car went to Dennis’s Midget,
with a five speed box, suspension
improvements and MX5 seats.
Next up was the nicest wheels - which
IMHO were the all alloy replicas on
my V8. But again, it’s not form to
award the prize to yourself (another
reason to delegate!) so Craig’s Dunlop
wheels were next, but I also seriously
liked the 15” knock-on alloys on David
T’s MGC! By this time I was too
mentally exhausted to think up
another category, so I gave the nicest
wheels to them both.
I think we should do the anniversary
rosettes again at Carhailes - I’ll order
the rosettes, but definitely won’t do
the judging!!

The rest of the show was spent chatting and
relaxing and I think everyone enjoyed it. The
weather held and we got the stand down in
the dry - a bit before 5pm, but the show was
winding down. Dave Mac & Fraser headed up
the road in the Yellow Peril to collect the
Landie - all of us forgetting the Landie keys
were in my locked house! Evelyn kindly took
my house keys and passed them to Dave &
Fraser just outside Lauder.
There were horrendous queues to get out of
course, some left early (those who had a fair
trek in an “auld yin”) and some stayed to
wait for the queues to subside. We still had
half the cars on display at 5pm so I didn’t
feel too bad about taking the stand down
early.
I must give special thanks to Craig for coming
to Roslin to help park the trailer, to Fraser for
all his effort laying the cars out, plus the
gazebo & trailer and to Dave Mac for his work
on the trailer lights - plus driving a Landie
with a very heavy clutch when he’s got a
gammy knee.
I’ve added photos of people enjoying the day and thanks also go to Neil Douglas for a good few of
the photos in the article. Mrs Grumpy

PICNIC RUN TO THE WEE RAILWAY

We had ten people in six cars doing the scenic run and another ten in seven cars who came at
lunchtime for the picnic and ride on the wee trains - they couldn’t make the run for various reasons.
We also had two of Brian’s sisters and two of his grand nephews who came to see his memorial bench
and the boys were delighted to get a go on the trains. They even got to drive one of the electric
locos and were over the moon - and are definitely going to be train drivers!
We met at a chilly Sainsbury’s to hand out the route book and have a blether, before the intrepid
drivers set off - I must have made it too easy as no-one got lost! Thanks to Jim T for some of the
pics. Meanwhile, I headed home to meet up with Brian’s sisters as I was taking 11 year old Findlay to
Almondell in Boris the Black ‘B. Tony and Dave Mac were following me, as were the sisters and 4 year
old Jenson. I gave Jenson a wee shot in Boris at Almondell, but couldn’t take him on the road as he’d
need a child seat - but he seemed happy with that and deemed Boris his favourite car, followed by
Peter’s blue GT.

Once we’d all got to Almondell, everyone tucked into their picnics and while it tried to rain, it was
just a “smirr” and didn’t come to much. One of the volunteers offered a tour of the site and and a
large number of our members went to see how far ESME had got with developing this new site at
Almondell. Then we could ride the trains for as long as we wanted - with a choice of different gauges
and wee steam engines or electric locos. The society had put on a couple of small gauge locos (one
electric, one steam) so we could go past Brian’s memorial bench, which the volunteers had managed
to get in position before our visit. Craig & June have posted a video of this run on our FB page.
A grand day out and many thanks to the volunteers at Almondell for making it so and I hope we can
make another visit there sometime. I’ve added some photos of the day so you can see what you
missed! Mrs Grumpy

MG FACTORY SITE AT ABINGDON
As I was in Oxford recently on a works trip I couldn’t resist the call to make a slight detour into
Abingdon to try to find the site of the original MG factory.
The main drag into Abingdon from the west is the A415, which is called the Marcham Road. The MG
facilities were on the north side of Marcham Road, straddling both sides of Colwell Drive.
Colwell Drive was where the MG
numbered 1-6.

B block was sited, but now is converted into industrial units

Colwell Drive Units 1 through 6 are currently housing an engineering company (units 4-6) as well as
Topps Tiles in units 1-3, but in MG days these buildings were known within the factory complex as
"B-block".
Whereas A-block (which used to stand on the opposite side of Colwell Drive) was the main assembly
plant, B-block housed the tyre fitting bay, final inspection, paint repair booths, the
"rectification" (mechanical repair) shop, the Competitions Department (factory race team), and the
Product Design group. The Special Tuning (performance parts) department and the export dispatch
office were located around the corner in C-block, which was among the first parts of the facility to
be demolished.

B-block actually consists of eight equal-sized bays. They're addressed (south to north) as numbers 1
thru 6, with units "1" and "3" subdivided.

MG Department or
Function
Unit 1a:
(Bay 1)

Competitions
Department
(at least in later years)

Unit 1b:
(Bay 2)

Special Tuning
Department
(at least in later years)

Unit 2:
(Bay 3)

Tyre Fitting

Unit 3a:
(Bay 4)

Paint Repair

Unit 3b:
(Bay 5)

Mechanical Repair

Unit 4-6:
(Bays 6-8)

Experimental/
Development
Department
(Engineering was on a
Bay-6 mezzanine,
and the Drawing Office
was downstairs.)

A-block has recently been replaced by a large and
modern looking police station.
I thought this might be of interest especially when
you think all of our MGs probably passed through
here at some point in the past.
Some pictures from back in the day shown below.
Steve Hastwell

INTERESTING SNIPPET
Things you see from a bus - Mrs
Grumpy somewhat grumpy that
the bus is a number 16 and not
a number 11. Emo
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Monthly meetings have resumed at the
rugby cub, second Thursday 7.30 for 8pm

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
All provisional

July 10
July 14

July 16

Glamis Castle show - you’ve
to be there by 8.45 am
Raffle & BBQ - at Allan’s
house, 30 Hallhead Road,
Edinburgh. Rolls, soft drinks
salad & a pudding will be
supplied but please bring
your own meat and booze.
Let Allan know.
RNLI day at Dunbar. Contact
Martin.

August 11

Meeting

August 28

Carhailes at Newhailes

September 4

Gymkhana, Lathalmond,
Vintage Bus Museum

September 8

Open meeting/raffle

September 25

Gathering of the Clans,
Doune

October 13

Meeting

October tba

Last Run of the Season

November 10

Meeting

December 8

Meeting

December 16

Christmas Dinner

Events that may be of interest
August 7th
Aberdeen show
at Drum Castle
August 21st

Cumbria Classic at
Dalemain House

